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Cr5+-doped K3NbO8, considered to be useful as an electron spin qubit, has been investigated by pulsed X
band ��9.7 GHz� and 240 GHz electron paramagnetic resonance and electron nuclear double resonance
�ENDOR�. Comparison of the low temperature electronic spin-lattice relaxation rate 1 /T1 at 9.7 and 240 GHz
shows that it is 250 times faster at 240 GHz than at X band. On the other hand, spin-spin relaxation rate 1 /T2

appears largely frequency independent and is very likely related to the superhyperfine �SHF� coupling of the
Cr5+ electron with the surrounding potassium and niobium nuclei. This coupling was investigated by hyperfine
sublevel correlation spectroscopy at 9.7 GHz and pulsed Mims ENDOR at 240 GHz. The use of high frequency
and field enabled us to unambiguously measure the hyperfine and quadrupole couplings of the 39K in spite of
its small magnetic moment. We find that the largest 39K SHF coupling is positive, with 0.522 and 0.20 MHz
as its isotropic and dipolar parts, respectively. 93Nb ENDOR was dominantly due to its quadrupolar interaction
with a coupling of about 0.8 MHz and a SHF coupling of about 0.08 MHz. The significance of these data to
spin qubit studies is pointed out.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Cr5+ ion diluted in the diamagnetic host K3NbO8
�henceforth noted as Cr:K3NbO8� has been suggested as a
magnetic field calibration standard for high-field electron
paramagnetic resonance �EPR� experiments.1 This S=1 /2
system exhibits a small linewidth ��0.15–0.2 mT depend-
ing on the orientation� and the g value just below the free-
electron g value, ge. The I=0 �50,52,54Cr� isotopes give rise to
a single line that serves as a g marker, while the 53Cr �9.5%
I=3 /2� yields four hyperfine lines that can be used to cali-
brate the linearity of the field.1

Recently Cr:K3NbO8 has also been suggested2 as a tran-
sition metal ion based single electron spin qubit system for
quantum information processing. Quantum computation re-
quires, among others, a long spin-lattice relaxation time T1 as
well as a long spin-spin or spin-memory relaxation time T2.
The latter time provides a measure of the decoherence pro-
cesses in the material and is used to calculate the figure of
merit of a qubit, which is defined as the number of opera-
tions that can be performed before the phase information is
lost. On the other hand, a “reset” of the qubit to a well-
defined starting state takes a time proportional to T1. Hence,
shorter T1 time means enhanced computing speed. It is there-
fore desirable to understand the T1 and T2 relaxation pro-
cesses via their temperature and frequency dependence.

The present work reports on our detailed measurements of
the electronic T1 and T2 relaxation processes in Cr:K3NbO8
from ambient temperatures down to 4 K at X band
��9.7 GHz, �0.35 T� and at 240 GHz ��8.7 T�. We find
that the low temperature relaxation time T1 is strongly fre-
quency dependent: it decreases by a factor of 250 on going
from 9.7 to 240 GHz. On the other hand, T2 was found to be

frequency independent in the investigated temperature range.
In order to understand the process�es� controlling the

T2 we first employed hyperfine sublevel correlation
�HYSCORE� spectroscopy3 at X band and found that the
nuclei responsible for T2 are the neighboring 39K nuclei.
However the magnitudes of 39K Zeeman, superhyperfine
�SHF�, and quadrupole interactions are such that the analysis
at X band becomes very complicated for any definitive analy-
sis. On the other hand, the utilization of the high frequency
�240 GHz� pulsed-EPR/electron nuclear double resonance
�ENDOR� spectrometer yielded ENDOR peaks that could
easily be assigned to the neighboring 39K as well as to the
93Nb nuclei, showing the advantage of the higher frequency/
field EPR/ENDOR spectroscopy. The data clearly suggest
that the T2 process, and thus also the linewidths of the
continuous-wave �cw� EPR peaks, are related to the unre-
solved SHF coupling to the 39K and 93Nb nuclei. We note
that there are only a few low frequency electron spin echo
envelope modulation4 and cw-ENDOR5–7 studies where the
39K hyperfine couplings were resolved.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II provides the
experimental details on the crystal structure, synthesis, EPR,
and ENDOR spectrometers. The results and analysis are pre-
sented in Sec. III, and the salient points are summarized in
Sec. IV.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The Cr:K3NbO8 sample was synthesized according to the
published procedure.1 A typical synthesis involves addition
of CrO3 to a room temperature solution of K3NbO8 and cool-
ing to −15 °C to form a 50% ice slurry followed by drop-
wise addition of cold 30% H2O2. Light yellow crystals of
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Cr:K3NbO8 were obtained after keeping the final reaction
mixture at 5 °C for two to three days. The Cr5+ concentra-
tion in the studied Cr:K3NbO8 samples was determined to be
�0.03 mol % by comparing its EPR signal intensity with a
reference sample �BDPA:benzene complex in polystyrene,
where BDPA stands for � ,�-Bisdiphenylene-�-phenylallyl
radical� of known number of spins.

The crystal structure of Cr5+-doped K3NbO8 is shown in
Fig. 1. This system has a body-centered tetragonal crystal

lattice �I4̄2m space group� with cell parameters a=b
=6.7862�3� Å, c=7.8312�7� Å, and �=�=�=90°. The
Cr5+ ion occupies the Nb5+ position and for convenience is
shown at the body-center position in Fig. 1. Each Cr5+ /Nb5+

ion is surrounded by four peroxy �O2
2−� groups �shown as red

balls in Fig. 1� in a dodecahedral arrangement with x, y, and
z axes along crystal a, b, and c axes, respectively.

The 9.7 GHz cw- and pulsed-EPR measurements were
performed on a commercial Bruker Elexsys 580 instrument
with a Flexline dielectric resonator using single crystals with
an approximate size of 2�1�1 mm3. The data at 240 GHz
were collected on a home-built superheterodyne high field
cw-EPR instrument8 which is recently extended to pulsed
operation.9 The single crystals used were typically 0.2�0.1
�0.1 mm3 in size. A semiconfocal Fabry-Perot resonator
was used with a 12.5 mm spherical gold-coated mirror and a
semitransparent flat mirror, consisting of a gold mesh depos-
ited on a 160 �m thick quartz cover slip. The maximum
available power at this frequency is of the order of 20 mW
and the typical � /2 pulse length is 200 ns.

The ENDOR coil for the 240 GHz spectrometer consisted
of a single copper wire parallel to the mesh, which was led
through a quartz capillary �0.3 or 0.25 mm outer diameter�.
The single crystal was attached to the outside of the quartz
capillary. A typical pulse sequence for the Mims ENDOR
experiment consisted of a stimulated-echo sequence11 of

three � /2 pulses of about 240 ns length separated by 600 ns
��� and 200 �s �t�. A 150 �s radio frequency �rf� pulse was
applied between second and third millimeter wave pulses.
About 10 W of power was applied to the untuned ENDOR
“coil.” The pulsed ENDOR measurements were performed at
around 5–6 K. Typically 20 shots were averaged per radio
frequency step and the total acquisition time of an ENDOR
spectrum was of the order of 20–30 min.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 shows a typical 240 GHz electron spin echo
�ESE�-detected EPR spectrum obtained by measuring the in-
tegrated echo intensity after a two pulse Hahn-echo
sequence11 �� /2−�−�−echo�. The ESE-EPR spectra of
Cr:K3NbO8 show an intense central peak from the I=0 iso-
topes �4.34% 50Cr, 83.8% 52Cr, 2.36% 54Cr� with a purely
axial g tensor with g� =1.9472	0.0002 for the field B0 �c and
g�=1.9878	0.0002 for B0�c. The g values indicate that
the D2d symmetry is preserved on substitution of Nb5+ with
Cr5+ and that the ground state is a 2B1 state with the unpaired
electron mainly in the 3dx2−y2 orbital.1,2,10 In the 4–300 K
temperature range these g values are almost completely tem-
perature independent.10 Apparently for this CrO8

3− peroxy
ion, which can be regarded as a heavily distorted tetrahedral
system, the orbital degeneracy is sufficiently lifted for the
Jahn-Teller effect to not play a role in this system. The four
peaks flanking the central peak are the expected four hyper-
fine transitions from the I=3 /2 of 53Cr nucleus. The hyper-
fine coupling also shows axial symmetry with splittings of
3.955	0.008 mT for B0 �c and 1.149	0.005 mT for
B0�c. All relaxation and ENDOR measurements described
below were performed on the central I=0 peak.

A. Spin-lattice relaxation

The spin-lattice relaxation time T1 of Cr:K3NbO8 at 9.7
and 240 GHz was measured by an inversion-recovery
method11 employing the sequences �−�−� /2−FID �free in-

FIG. 1. �Color online� Unit cell structure of Cr:K3NbO8.
Dodecahedral coordination geometry is shown only for central ion
for clarity. The x, y, and z axes are along crystal a, b, and c axes,
respectively. The potassium ions labeled as K2 and K2� have an
appreciable overlap with Cr 3dx2−y2 orbital, whereas the ions la-
beled as K1 and K3 are in the unpaired electron nodal plane. The
definitions of the angles 
 and � are shown by the vector R on K2�.

FIG. 2. Electron spin echo detected EPR spectrum at 240 GHz
and 15 K for B0 �c axis. The central peak is from I=0 50,52,54Cr
nuclei whereas the four small peaks separated by �4 mT are from
the hyperfine coupling of the unpaired electron to 53Cr nucleus
�9.5% I=3 /2�.
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duction decay� and �− t−� /2−�−�−�−echo, respectively.
The left panel in Fig. 3 shows the temperature dependence of
1 /T1 for B0 �c at 9.7 and 240 GHz. At 9.7 GHz the T1 in-
creases from about 500 ns at room temperature to about 1 s
at 4 K. Above 25 K the T1 at 240 GHz is the same as that at
9.7 GHz but it reaches �4 ms at 4 K. We attempted to fit the
9.7 and 240 GHz T1 data to different models that included
various combinations of �a� direct process12 with T1

−1

�coth�� /2kT�, �b� Raman process13 with T1
−1�T3+2m,

where m is the spectral dimensionality that depends on the
spin system, and �c� Orbach process12 with T1

−1�1 / �e�/kT

−1�. The best fit to the data was found to be with the model
given in Eq. �1�,

T1
−1 = C1 coth��/2kT� + C2/�e�1/kT − 1� + C3/�e�2/kT − 1� .

�1�

As can be seen from the solid lines in Fig. 3, the temperature
dependence of the spin-lattice relaxation rate 1 /T1 at 9.7 and
240 GHz was successfully modeled with Eq. �1� and the
best-fit parameters are listed in Table I.

It is noteworthy that the spin-lattice relaxation rate 1 /T1 at
low temperatures �4–10 K� is considerably faster at 240 GHz

as compared to that at 9.7 GHz which indicates that the
direct process is important at these temperatures. However,
the ratio of the direct process contribution to 1 /T1 at 240 and
9.7 GHz is not as large as the expected �5 coth�� /2kT�
dependence for a Kramers system12 but it is closer to the
�3 coth�� /2kT� dependence in the non-Kramers spin
systems.12 For example, at 4 K the observed ratio of the
direct process contribution between 240 and 9.7 GHz is
about 1/4 of the calculated �3 coth�� /2kT� value whereas
it is about 4�10−4 times the �5 coth�� /2kT� value. This
difference in the frequency dependence has been observed
before14,15 and needs further theoretical analysis which is
beyond the scope of this undertaking.

On the other hand, the spin-lattice relaxation rate 1 /T1 for
T�10 K at 9.7 and 240 GHz frequencies is well described
�see Fig. 3� by two Orbach relaxation pathways involving
thermally accessible energy levels at �1�75 cm−1 and �2
�255 cm−1. Based on the earlier infrared and Raman
studies,16 the 75 cm−1 mode can be ascribed to the transla-
tional and librational modes, found to be below 200 cm−1 in
the peroxychromate ion. Similarly, the 255 cm−1 mode com-
pares with the bending vibrational modes reported in the
200–400 cm−1 region in the peroxychromate ion.

B. Spin-spin relaxation

The standard two-pulse Hahn-echo sequence was used to
obtain the spin-spin relaxation time T2 at both 9.7 and 240
GHz. The right panel of Fig. 3 shows the 1 /T2 rate as a
function of temperature for B0 �c. At 9.7 GHz the T2 in-
creases from �150 ns at room temperature to �8 �s at 50
K, then decreases to �5 �s at 20 K, and finally increases to
�10 �s at 4 K. In contrast to T1, the T2 time does not show
a strong field dependence. However, the temperature depen-
dence of T2 at both frequencies shows a minimum at about
20 K. We tentatively ascribe this minimum to some sort of
motional narrowing caused by the increase in the spin fluc-
tuations of K and Nb hyperfine fields as the temperature is
raised above about 20 K. This type of temperature depen-
dence has previously been reported for dilute solutions of
free radicals17–19 and other Cr5+ complexes.20 Above 50 K,
the spin-spin relaxation time T2 is mainly governed by the
spin-lattice relaxation processes.

C. SHF interactions

As mentioned earlier the hyperfine interaction of the un-
paired electron with the 53Cr in Cr:K3NbO8 was explored
previously,10 and therefore in this paper we will only address
the SHF coupling with the potassium �I=3 /2 39K� and nio-
bium �I=9 /2 93Nb� nuclei. We believe that the electronic
spin-spin relaxation processes in Cr:K3NbO8 are most likely
influenced by these interactions and in order to characterize
them we used HYSCORE spectroscopy at 9.7 GHz and
pulsed Mims ENDOR at 240 GHz.

The HYSCORE spectra of Cr:K3NbO8 at 40 K are shown
in Fig. 4 for the orientation along the c axis �bottom panel�
and an orientation in the ab plane �top panel�. The spin echo
modulations due to the interactions with neighboring potas-
sium nuclei are very large, which resulted in a good quality

FIG. 3. �Color online� Temperature dependence of 1 /T1 �left
panel� and 1 /T2 �right panel� relaxation rates at 9.7 and 240 GHz
for B0 �c axis. The solid red lines in the left panel are fits to Eq. �1�
with parameters listed in Table I. The individual contributions to
1 /T1 are also shown �see text for details�.

TABLE I. Fit parameters of temperature dependence of 1 /T1 at
9.7 GHz and 240 GHz. The values listed correspond to the solid
lines in Fig. 3.

Best-fit value

Parameter 9.7 GHz 240 GHz

C1 0.070�8� s−1 250�8� s−1

C2 6�1��104 s−1 6�1��104 s−1

�1 75�3� cm−1 75�3� cm−1

C3 3.35�73��106 s−1 3.35�73��106 s−1

�2 255�20� cm−1 255�20� cm−1
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HYSCORE spectrum. However, the spectra were found to be
too complex for analysis possibly because at 9.7 GHz, the
Zeeman, quadrupole, and SHF interactions become compa-
rable and lead to a complex interplay of these interactions.
We therefore resorted to ENDOR measurements at 240 GHz
��8.7 T� where the Zeeman terms become dominant.

At 240 GHz, pulsed ENDOR signals of 39K were mea-
sured at various crystal orientations �see Fig. 5�. A systematic
study of the orientation dependence of the ENDOR could not
be performed due to the unavailability of a goniometer for

this spectrometer at the present time. While the angle �
� of
B0 relative to the crystal c axis can be accurately determined
from the resonance field of the EPR transition �via the
g-tensor anisotropy�, the axial g-tensor symmetry does not
help with the precise determination of the angle � of B0 in
the ab plane. However, a closer look at the crystal structure
�see Fig. 1� reveals that only the eight potassium nuclei la-
beled as K2 and K2� have an appreciable overlap with the
Cr5+ 3dx2−y2 orbital and therefore are expected to be
responsible for the 39K ENDOR signals. These eight equiva-
lent nuclei are related by symmetry �xyz , x̄yz ,xȳz , x̄ȳz ,
yxz̄ , ȳxz̄ ,yx̄z̄ , ȳx̄z̄�, and at some orientations eight sets of sig-
nals can indeed be distinguished �e.g., 
=31° spectrum in
Fig. 5�.

It should be noted that both negative �smaller stimulated-
echo� and positive �larger stimulated-echo� signals are ob-
served and that the signal intensities are quite large. When on
ENDOR resonance, the observed echo height varied from
40% to 200% of the echo height observed without rf power
or out of resonance. The ENDOR intensity is largest when
the shot-repetition time is of the order of T1. This implies
that the 39K nuclei are strongly polarized by the pulse se-
quence, leading to an increase in echo intensity when a
nuclear transition in the Ms= +1 /2 electron manifold is ad-
dressed, while the echo intensity becomes smaller when a
transition in the Ms=−1 /2 state is excited, as explained in
Ref. 21. These anomalous ENDOR intensities occur when
the microwave quantum ��� is of the same order or larger
than the thermal energy kT and allows for the determination
of the sign of the hyperfine coupling in both pulsed21,22 and
cw-ENDOR.23 The observed sets of 39K ENDOR signals are
sufficient for a unique assignment of the SHF and quadru-
pole tensor values and their relative orientations. The data
are analyzed by the diagonalization of the usual effective
spin Hamiltonian given in Eq. �2� with S=1 /2 and I=3 /2,

Ĥ = �BB� 0g̃Ŝ + �
n

�ŜÃnÎn − �nB� 0În + ÎnQ̃nÎn� . �2�

Here, g̃ is the electron Zeeman tensor and Ã and Q̃ are,
respectively, SHF and quadrupole tensors of the surrounding

nuclei. The principal values and their directions of the Ã

tensor �namely, A1, A2, A3� and Q̃ tensor �namely, Q1, Q2,
Q3� for the K2� nucleus obtained from the analysis are given
in Table II. The tensors for the other chemically equivalent
K2 nuclei can be obtained via the aforementioned crystal
symmetry operations. Use of SHF values listed in Table II
yields the isotropic SHF interaction as +0.522 MHz. Com-
parison of this observed isotropic SHF coupling to that of the
experimental hyperfine splitting �231 MHz� of atomic
potassium24 in the ground state or the listed theoretical value
�228 MHz� in Ref. 25 indicates a spin density of 0.23% in
the 4s orbital.

While we cannot make a completely unambiguous assign-
ment of the specific potassium nucleus associated with each
of the eight sets of SHF and quadrupole tensors, it is natural
to assume that the anisotropic contribution to the SHF inter-
action should reflect the dipolar interaction between the po-
tassium nuclear spin and the chromium electron spin. We

FIG. 4. HYSCORE spectra of Cr:K3NbO8 at 9.7 GHz and 40 K.
The top panel represents B0 in the ab plane and the bottom panel for
B0 �c axis.

FIG. 5. �Color online� Mims ENDOR spectra of 39K at 240 GHz
and 5 K at several crystal orientations. 
 indicates the angle be-
tween B0 and the c axis. Echo intensity increases during the
ENDOR transitions in the Ms= +1 /2 manifold �upward peaks�,
while it decreases for the ENDOR transitions in the Ms=−1 /2
manifold �downward peaks�. The arrows correspond to the nuclear
Zeeman frequency of 17.25 MHz.
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therefore assign the SHF tensor given in Table II to the po-
tassium for which the A3 direction is close to the Cr-K direc-
tion �labeled as K2� in Fig. 1�.

The experimental anisotropic 39K superhyperfine interac-
tion �−0.115, −0.097, and 0.211 MHz� is somewhat larger
than the contribution from a simple K-Cr point-dipole ap-
proximation �−0.062, −0.062, and 0.124 MHz�. This may be
due to the fact that only �90% of the electron spin is on the
3dx2−y2 orbital and the rest of the spin density is distributed
over the 2p orbitals of the oxygen ions surrounding the Cr5+

ion10 and other ions �e.g., 1.8% on the 4s orbitals of the eight
K2 ions�. This makes the simple point-dipole approximation
inadequate. It should be noted that the nearest oxygens, the
potassium ions K1 and K3, as well as the niobium ions lie in
the nodal planes of the 2B1 ground state, and no spin density
can be expected in s orbitals on these ions.

Alternatively, via overlap with the oxygen orbitals there
may also be some spin density in the potassium 3d and/or 4p
orbitals, although they are significantly higher in energy than
the 4s orbital. A contribution of 50 kHz to the anisotropic
SHF splitting corresponds to spin densities in the 3d and/or

4p orbitals of the order 1%. At this point we cannot distin-
guish between these different contributions without detailed
quantum chemical calculations, and a more precise analysis
of the 39K SHF is reserved for future studies.

The quadrupole tensor of K2� is not entirely axial and has
the direction of its largest principal value close to the c axis.
The small deviation from the c axis indicates that the site
symmetry of the K+ ions is slightly lowered. This deviation
also implies that the local surrounding of the Cr5+ ion is
slightly distorted as compared to that of the Nb5+ ion in the
undoped lattice while preserving the Cr5+ D2d site symmetry.

At some crystal orientations 93Nb �I=9 /2� ENDOR is
also observed. The ENDOR spectrum with the field 40° from
the crystal c axis is shown in Fig. 6�b�. We speculate that at
most orientations the SHF interaction is too small to give an
appreciable ENDOR intensity, but it can be detected when
the field is along the Cr-Nb dipolar direction because of the
largest dipolar interaction in this direction. Since Cr5+ and
Nb5+ ions are fairly well separated ��6.2 Å�, the dipolar
contribution to the Cr-Nb SHF interaction can be estimated
using a point dipolar approximation as b�3 cos2���−1� with
b�0.08 MHz and � as the angle between Cr-Nb dipolar
axis and B0. While the limited data prevent a detailed analy-
sis, the 93Nb ENDOR spectrum in Fig. 6 can be simulated
with a quadrupole tensor Q�3 cos2�
�−1� with �Q�=0.82
MHz under the assumption that the quadrupole tensor is
nearly axial with the principal direction along the crystal c
axis.

IV. SUMMARY

We have measured the electron spin relaxation times in
Cr:K3NbO8 using pulsed-EPR at 9.7 and 240 GHz. The SHF
couplings of the electron spin with the neighboring potas-
sium nuclei have also been determined using pulsed Mims
ENDOR at 240 GHz. The ENDOR results show that the SHF
interaction of the Cr5+ unpaired electron with neighboring
potassium �labeled as K2 and K2� in Fig. 1� and the niobium
nuclei is responsible for the electron spin spin relaxation T2

TABLE II. The principal values and their directions of 39K SHF
and quadrupole tensors determined by 240 GHz Mims ENDOR.
These values correspond to K2� and the values for the remaining
seven K2 potassium ions can be obtained from the symmetry rela-
tions given in the text. 
 is the angle with the c axis and � the angle
in the ab plane �see Fig. 1�. The errors in the directions are esti-
mated to be 2°.

Value
�MHz�


 �

A1 +0.407�5� 147 90

A2 +0.425�5� 90 0

A3 +0.733�5� 57 90

Q1 −0.423�4� 87.6 65.6

Q2 −0.329�4� 90.6 −24

Q3 0.752�4� 2.5 −100

FIG. 6. �Color online� �a� Calculated energy
levels as a function of � at 240 GHz for S=1 /2
and I=9 /2 for B0 40° from the c axis. Closed and
open symbols shown for each �MI transition cor-
respond to Ms= +1 /2 and −1 /2. �b� Experimen-
tal 93Nb Mims ENDOR at 5 K and 240 GHz for
the same orientation.
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process. An unpaired spin density of about 0.2% on the K2
and K2� nuclei has been estimated from the isotropic 39K
SHF coupling constant. While the T2 time in Cr:K3NbO8 is
largely frequency independent, its temperature dependence
shows a minimum around 20 K that has been tentatively
ascribed to the change in the rate of surrounding nuclear spin
flip flops. At both 9.7 and 240 GHz the spin-lattice relaxation
time T1 is dominated by a direct and two Orbach processes.
The modes involved in the Orbach processes are assigned to
bending vibrations, translational lattice vibrations, and/or li-
bration modes of the CrO8

3− ion. Furthermore, the direct pro-
cess contribution to T1 at 240 GHz is found to be about more
than 2 orders of magnitude larger than the contribution at 9.7
GHz. Surprisingly, the contribution ratio is closer to an
�3 coth�� /2kT� dependence in a non-Kramers system than
it is to the �5 coth�� /2kT� dependence expected for a

Kramers system. Further theoretical analysis is necessary to
understand this divergence. Finally, the frequency depen-
dence of relaxation times in Cr:K3NbO8 shows that it is
possible to tune T1 with the frequency/field while keeping T2
relatively the same, a feature useful in transition metal ion
based spin qubits for quantum information applications.
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